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Ken Weathersby: ("Time After Time") From sculpture to painting
by Sharon Butler / TWO COATS OF PAINT
Ken Weathersby, “Time After Time” at Minus Space, installation view.
For his new series of elegant abstract paintings, on view at Minus Space
through February 25, Ken Weathersby drew from seasoned images in old art
history books. These books feature simple layouts, often two wide columns
illustrated with black and white images. Over time, the paper on which
they’ve been printed has darkened or yellowed. The paintings thus convey
three distinct time frames: when the works in the images were actually
made, when the images were captured in the books, and when the pictures
were included in Weathersby’s paintings.

Ken Weathersby, 261, 2016, acrylic & graphite on linen over panel,
collage, 30 x 20 inches.
Weathersby selects images of statues and reliefs from Greek, Roman, and
other ancient cultures, pastes them onto mid-sized painting supports, and
then wraps the supports with linen-covered frames so that the images
appear to be bordered by the surrounding material. The abstract paintings
respond to the shapes, colors, sight lines, and textures of the small
sculptures depicted in the inset images.

Ken Weathersby, 260, 2016, acrylic & graphite on linen over panel,
collage, 40 x 30 inches.
Weathersby’s sublime matte surfaces feature thinly applied paint and
lightly-drawn geometric pencil lines. The compositions are resolutely
two-dimensional, like the template grids of the old text books themselves,
and each painting is titled with a number–presumably the original plate
number of the collaged image.
Ken Weathersby, 258, 2016, acrylic on linen over panel, collage, 38 x 36
inches.

Ken Weathersby, 264, 2016, crylic on linen over panel, collage, 30 x 24
inches.
Weathersby seems to be reminding the viewer that abstract paintings may
seem formalist, or, to some viewers, simply decorative, but they are in
fact part of a larger timeline rooted in history, politics, and
philosophy. With wit and charm, he fuses his interests in Modern graphic
design, art history, and ancient sculpture. Weathersby makes erudition

seem easy.
“Ken Weathersby: Time After Time” Minus Space, DUMBO, Brooklyn, NY.
Through February 25, 2017
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Ken Weathersby at Parallel Art Space
by Mostafa Heddaya on March 5, 2014
If, as the philosopher of art Nelson Goodman has argued,
“Denotation is the core of representation and is independent of
resemblance,” then Ken Weathersby’s
tight wooden grids on view in Parallel Art Space’s Off the Wall are more
than the mere “paintings” the artist calls them — they fully inhabit the
fate of canvas as partition between signifier and signified. A grid, as
interpretive
model in a symbolic system, embodies denotation by being itself a terrain
for signification, e.g. the space that makes intelligible the slippage
between “Queen to F7 and “Checkmate.” And so too do these latticeworks
with found objects, ranging from the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s Summer
1982 bulletin to bits of textile, eschew the stable universe of easel and
palette to probe a more fundamental schema of mediation.
From the outside, Weathersby’s pieces straddle the clinical geometry of Op
art and the organic architectural character of traditional room dividers
and panels, like the Arab mashrabeya or the Japanese screen, and are
unobtrusive, orderly, suggestive even of a painterly monasticism. Yet,
humming with accidental multitudes, these are not a recluse’s relics: bits
and pieces stripped of their original context fortify the
three-dimensional matrix that Weathersby constructs like scaffolding
around the troubled repose of the pictorial plane. These occlusions are
ghosts in an alternately rigid and brittle system (the artist’s glue is
visible at every junction), and flutter between the pictorial, verbal, and
diagrammatical denotations identified by Goodman in the aforecite
Languages of Art. The found artifacts play out the penury of signs, ripped
from some original order and entrapped in the next, their irrelevant
resemblances sublimated within the grid. Here together are the limits of
symbolic systems and the lexical affects we adopt to parse them.
Ken Weathersby is certainly not the first artist to have
manipulated painting and denotation, or desecrated the ever-cooling corpse
of canvas — the project has a distinctly vintage, Black Mountain College
feel to it — but there is a focused and exploratory energy at work in his
pieces, a maturity of purpose that stands at ascetic remove from the
cloying color and sloppy corporeality that too often comes to the fore in
Bushwick.
Ken Weathersby’s work is on view in Off the Wall at
Parallel Art Space (17-17 Troutman Street, Ridgewood, Queens) through
March

23.
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